Quantitation of Contacts Among Sensory, Motor, and Serotonergic Neurons in the Pedal Ganglion of Aplysia
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Present models of long-term sensitization in *Aplysia californica* indicate that the enhanced behavioral response is due, at least in part, to outgrowth of sensory neurons mediating defensive withdrawal reflexes. Presumably, this outgrowth strengthens pre-existing connections by formation of new synapses with follower neurons. However, the relationship between the number of sensorimotor contacts and the physiological strength of the connection has never been examined in intact ganglia. As a first step in addressing this issue, we used confocal microscopy to examine sites of contact between sensory and motor neurons in naive animals. Our results revealed relatively few contacts between physiologically connected cells. In addition, the number of contact sites was proportional to the amplitude of the EPSP elicited in the follower motor neuron by direct stimulation of the sensory neuron. This is the first time such a correlation has been observed in the central nervous system. Serotonin is the neurotransmitter most closely examined for its role in modulating synaptic strength at the sensorimotor synapse. However, the structural relationship of serotonergic processes and sensorimotor synapses has never been examined. Surprisingly, serotonergic processes usually made contact with sensory and motor neurons at sites located relatively distant from the sensorimotor synapse. This result implies that heterosynaptic regulation is due to nondirected release of serotonin into the neuropil.

Defensive withdrawal reflexes of the marine mollusk *Aplysia californica* are attractive model systems for the study of cellular and molecular plasticity underlying learning. The reflexes of tail-siphon withdrawal (Walters et al. 1983b; Scholz and Byrne 1987) and siphon-gill withdrawal (Byrne et al. 1974; Frost et al. 1985) have been studied in detail, and elements of the underlying neural circuits have been well characterized. Both reflexes are mediated by monosynaptic circuits composed of sensory and motor neurons, but polysynaptic circuits also contribute (Cleary et al. 1995).

Both withdrawal reflexes can be enhanced by sensitization, a form of nonassociative learning (Castellucci et al. 1970; Carew et al. 1971; Walters et al. 1983a). Long-term sensitization has been correlated with cellular changes in sensory neurons mediating these reflexes. These include both biophysical (Frost et al. 1985; Scholz and Byrne 1987; Cleary et al. 1998) and morphological changes (Bailey and Chen 1988a,b; Wainwright et al. 2002). Biophysical changes would presumably affect pre-existing synapses. On the other hand, outgrowth would presumably contribute to behavioral modification by forming new contacts with pre-existing follower neurons, or by recruiting new followers into the circuit.

Several modulatory transmitters have been shown to affect the strength of the sensorimotor circuit (Cleary et al. 1995). Many models indicate that these transmitters activate receptors at a site close to the sensorimotor synapse (Kandel and Schwartz 1982; Goelet et al. 1986; Byrne et al. 1990, 1991; Hawkins et al. 1993; Bailey et al. 2000; Kandel 2001; Marinesco and Carew 2002), although that specific issue has never been demonstrated.

Of the modulatory transmitters, serotonin is the best candidate to mediate the cellular affects of sensitization (Glanzman et al. 1989; Mackey et al. 1989; Wright et al. 1995; Marinesco and Carew 2002). Morphological evidence indicates that serotonergic neurons provide input to sensory neurons (Bailey et al. 1983; Kistler Jr. et al. 1985; Zhang et al. 1991). The structural proximity of serotonergic processes would enable elevated levels of intracellular second messengers and activated protein kinases to diffuse to nearby synapses and phosphorylate target proteins. The presumption is that axons containing serotonin would themselves make synapses close to the sensorimotor contacts, but this relationship has never been demonstrated (but see Bailey et al. 1983).

To investigate the connectivity of sensory, motor, and modulatory neurons, it is necessary to quantify the number of synaptic contacts in a relatively large volume of neuropil. Recently, confocal microscopy has been used for high resolution analysis of connections between labeled neurons (Gan et al. 1999; Cabrol-Pol et al. 2000; Jacoby et al. 2000; Hiesinger et al. 2001; Hammar and Maxwell 2002; Gray and Weeks 2003). We used this technique to identify sites of proximity between sensory neurons and their followers. We found that there were relatively few sites of contact, and that the number of contacts was proportional to the amplitude of the evoked EPSP. In addition, we observed a substantial number of serotonergic contacts with both sensory and motor neurons, but these contacts were not located close to the sensorimotor contacts.

**RESULTS**

Identification of Sites of Apposition Between Tail Sensory and Tail Motor Neurons

The tail sensory neurons are located on the ventral surface of the ventrocaudal sensory cluster (VC cluster) of the pleural ganglion.
essentially no contacts (0.7 \pm 0.4, n = 7). This result implies that the number of contacts is a reasonable estimate of the number of synapses. Other methods, such as electron microscopy, will be necessary to confirm that all contacts are, in fact, sites of transmitter release.

**Proximity of Serotonergic Input to Sensorimotor Contacts**

Serotonin (5-HT) plays a major role in mediating sensitization of *Aplysia* withdrawal reflexes. Application of serotonin can mimic the effects of sensitization training (Kandel and Schwartz 1982; Walters et al. 1983b). Depletion of serotonin has been shown to block facilitation of the behavioral reflex (Glanzman et al. 1989). Moreover, sensitizing stimulation leads to release of serotonin (Levenson et al. 1999; Marinesco and Carew 2002). Previous studies using immunocytochemistry and electron microscopy demonstrated contacts between serotonergic processes and the cell body and processes of sensory neurons (Kistler Jr. et al. 1985; Zhang et al. 1991), but little is known regarding the relationship of serotonergic inputs to sensorimotor contacts.

Using confocal microscopy as described above, we examined the relationship of serotonergic axons to pairs of sensory and motor neurons. This required an additional step of immunofluorescence. To ensure full penetration of the antibody, thinner sections (16 \mu m) were used. The neuropil of the pedal ganglion contains a large number of serotonin-immunoreactive neurons (4A; Tritt et al. 1983; Ono and McCaman 1984; Nolen and Carew 1994; Wright et al. 1995; Marinesco and Carew 2002). Before, only sections with both sensory and motor neuron processes were examined. In addition, the arborizations of both sensory and motor neurons were screened for contacts by looking for additive color combinations. Sensorimotor combinations appeared yellow, as above. Serotonergic (blue)–sensory (red) contacts appeared magenta, and serotonergic (blue)–motor (green) contacts appeared cyan (Fig. 4).

In this experiment, there were 20 \pm 2 contacts (n = 3) between sensory and motor neurons in the pedal ganglion. Within the regions analyzed (see Materials and Methods), there were more contacts between serotonergic and sensory neurons (49.6 \pm 20, n = 3) than between serotonergic and motor neurons (24 \pm 7, n = 3). There are substantially more motor neuron processes in the pedal ganglion than sensory neuron processes. Therefore, although the density of 5-HT–MN contacts is lower, the total number of 5-HT–MN contacts is greater than the number of 5-HT–SN contacts.

Surprisingly, serotonergic contacts were not located close to sensorimotor contacts. The straight-line distance (see Fig. 4A) between serotonergic contacts with sensory neurons (5-HT–SN) and sensorimotor contacts (SN–MN) was measured in projections. The closest 25% of the 5-HT–SN contacts were within 9.6 \mu m (Fig. 5A). The closest contact was 3.6 \mu m away. Of 60 sensorimotor contacts, nine were in sections that did not have a 5-HT–SN contact. Therefore, the distance of the closest 5-HT–SN contact could not be determined for those sensorimotor contacts.

The distance between serotonergic contacts onto the motor neuron (5-HT–MN) and SN–MN contacts was also investigated. In the three preparations, again, the closest 25% of the 5-HT–MN contacts were within 9.6 \mu m (Fig. 5B), with the closest being 4.2 \mu m. Of 60 sensorimotor contacts, 20 were in sections that did not have a 5-HT–MN contact, and the closest contact was not determined.

On the other hand, there are numerous serotonergic processes coursing through the neuropil in the vicinity of SN–MN
contacts. These are generally much closer than the serotonergic contacts (Fig. 5C). The closest 25% were within 2.3 µm, with the closest being 0.8 µm. Serotonergic processes were observed in all sections that contained sensorimotor contacts. Because serotonergic processes tend to pass closer to sensorimotor contacts, it is likely that they play a role in modulating synaptic transmission. Therefore, these data indicate that modulatory stimuli cause release of 5-HT into the neuropil from nondirected synapses (see also Marinesco and Carew 2002). The transmitter would then diffuse to receptors on the sensory neuron that are close enough to sensorimotor contacts to modulate transmitter release.

DISCUSSION
Sensorimotor synapses in *Aplysia* have been studied in great detail for many years. In electrophysiological recordings, stimulation of a sensory neuron evokes a unitary EPSP in a follower motor neuron. The unitary EPSP is undoubtedly the summed response to release of transmitter from multiple active zones. This report is the first attempt to correlate the number of contacts between sensory and motor neurons with EPSP amplitude in intact ganglia.

On average, we found 24 contacts per pair of neurons. The number of contacts was significantly correlated with the size of the EPSP. The slope of the linear regression line was 264 µV/contact when the line was forced to include the point (0,0). A similar analysis of cultured sensory and motor neurons also demonstrated a linear relationship between the number of contacts and EPSP amplitude (Schacher and Montarolo 1991). In that experiment, the slope of the regression line was ~660 µV/contact. This result indicates that individual contacts are stronger in cul-
ture than in the ganglion. The larger value can be attributed in part to the fact that motor neurons were hyperpolarized by 30 mV from the resting potential, whereas in the present study, the motor neuron was maintained at the resting potential. Moreover, the sensory neuron was cultured with L7, which is from the abdominal ganglion and may have a different postsynaptic sensitivity than tail motor neurons. Additional experiments will be required to identify other factors contributing to the relative strength of synapses in culture.

The estimated contribution of a single contact to the EPSP is an upper limit, because we may not have counted all contacts. For example, we did not examine the peripheral nerve. Both sensory and motor neurons project to the body wall through pedal nerve P9, and synapses could, in principle, form there as well. In addition, we required an observable varicosity in the sensory process, and synapses occurring at an intervaricosic segment would not have been counted.

The contribution of a contact to the EPSP calculated above is probably not the same as the miniature EPSP observed in quantal analysis. Such an analysis has not been performed for the tail sensorimotor synapse. In one study of siphon sensory and motor neurons, however, miniature EPSPs were 30 µV with an average evoked EPSP amplitude of 247 µV (Castellucci and Kandel 1974). The latter value could be affected by the bathing medium, which was optimized for low transmitter release. If the miniature EPSP did represent a single contact, however, then there would be roughly eight contacts between the sensory and motor neurons in that circuit. This number is lower than what we observed at the tail sensorimotor synapse, but is roughly within the same range.

Quantal analysis of release from pleural sensory neurons has been examined, but only in isolated cell culture. When cultured with the siphon motor neuron L7, pleural sensory neurons appear to have a quantal size of 60–100 µV (Dale et al. 1988). This range of values is lower than the value of ~660 µV/contact observed in similar cultures discussed above (Schacher and Montarolo 1991). Again, this may be explained in part by hyperpolarization of the postsynaptic cell in the latter study. On the other hand, it is possible that quantal size does not represent the full release capacity of a single contact. This could be caused by the presence of multiple active zones per contact (Bailey et al. 1979).

It is important to note that a higher-resolution technique, such as electron microscopy, would not have added additional information to this initial study. The number of contacts we observed was roughly comparable to that expected from the size of the evoked EPSP and the estimated size of the mEPSP. Furthermore, no contacts were expected between cells that were not physiologically connected, and essentially none were found. Therefore, the resolution of confocal microscopy appears to be adequate. In the future, we intend to use electron microscopy to identify the ultrastructural features of contacts with the expectation of observing direct apposition of pre- and postsynaptic membranes and the presence of active zones (Bailey and Chen 1983, 1988a; Zhang et al. 1991).

The Structural Proximity of Serotonergic Neurons, Sensory Neurons, and Motor Neurons

The structural relationship between neurons containing modulatory transmitters and the synapses that they affect has never been studied. By adding an immunofluorescence step, we examined directly the proximity of serotonergic processes to sensorimotor contacts. In three preparations, we did not find a single example of a serotonergic process contacting a sensory neuron or a motor neuron in the proximity of a sensorimotor contact. Indeed, the closest contact was a straight-line distance of ~4 µm. The intraneuronal distance was presumably longer, because processes generally did not project along the straight line. This analysis was limited to the plane of a single section (16 µm), and therefore, we could not rule out the possibility that contacts in adjacent sections were closer than 4 µm. Nevertheless, out of 60 sensorimotor contacts, we should have seen a few serotonergic contacts in close proximity if they were common.

Serotonin exerts its modulatory effects through receptors that are coupled to G proteins (Li et al. 1995; Angers et al. 1998). Therefore, compared with ligand-gated receptors such as those at the sensorimotor synapse, they are likely to act over relatively long distances because of the diffusion of intracellular second messengers. Nevertheless, the distance of serotonergic input from sensorimotor synapse profiles that we measured begs the question of how effective those contacts are in elevating levels of intracellular second messengers, such as cAMP, at the synapse. Our hypothesis is that serotonin is released into the extracellular space to bind with receptors near the synaptic terminal (Maresco and Carew 2002).

Very few neurons in *Aplysia* have been identified that, when stimulated, enhance the strength of sensorimotor synapses. Examples include the serotonergic neuron CB1 (Mackey et al. 1989; Wright et al. 1995) and L29, whose transmitter type has not been identified (Hawkins and Schacher 1989). Many more such neurons must exist. Release from nondirected synapses could explain why they have not yet been readily identified. Stimulation of a single neuron would probably not by itself be sufficient to raise the concentration of extracellular transmitter to effective levels.

If serotonin is released from nondirected synapses, then what is the function of contacts between serotonergic and sensory neurons? One possibility is that they are not necessary for modulating the sensorimotor synapse, raising the interesting possibility that sensory neurons are presynaptic elements at sites of contact with serotonergic processes. Therefore, these contacts
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**Figure 3** Quantification of contacts between tail sensory neurons and follower motor neurons. (A) The total number of contact sites was counted from serial sections through the extent of the pedal ganglion. More contacts were found between pairs of physiologically connected neurons (+) than between neurons that were not connected (−; 24 ± 4.2 vs. 0.7 ± 0.4; Mean ± SEM). This difference was statistically significant (t = 4.94, p < 0.001). (B) In physiologically connected neurons, the number of contact sites was proportional to the amplitude of the EPSP (Spearman r = 0.79, p < 0.05, n = 7). This result indicates that the number of contacts is a reasonable estimate of the number of synapses, even if the presence of an active zone cannot be confirmed at each contact. The regression line was constrained to pass through (0,0).
may represent sites at which afferent information is conducted to modulatory pathways. For the same reasons mentioned above, it would be unlikely that stimulation of a single sensory neuron could release an amount of serotonin sufficient to modulate the sensorimotor synapse.

Compared with electron microscopy, confocal microscopy is an efficient way to examine relatively large volumes of tissue in large numbers of animals. In this paper, we demonstrated that confocal microscopy is also a valid means to examine synaptic strength between identified neurons. In a previous study, we demonstrated that long-term sensitization training produces neurite outgrowth and formation of new varicosities (Wainwright et al. 2002). We expect confocal microscopy to be a useful tool for assessing the functional significance of these structural modifications.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Identification of Physiologically Connected Cells**

*Aplysia californica* (150–350 g) were anesthetized by injection of isotonic MgCl₂ (500 mL/kg), and the pleural–pedal ganglia were removed. The connective tissue sheath was surgically removed to expose the tail sensory and motor neurons. Intracellular recordings were made through glass microelectrodes with a resistance of 5–15 MΩ. To reduce spontaneous activity and the possibility of eliciting polysynaptic input to motor neurons by stimulating sensory neurons, the artificial seawater contained three times the normal concentrations of Mg²⁺ and Ca²⁺ (Byrne et al. 1978). Tail motor neurons were initially identified by size, shape, and location along the fiber tract in the anterior pedal ganglion arising from the pleural–pedal connective (Fig. 1). Additional electrophysiological characteristics were also examined, including the antidromic action potential elicited by stimulation of peripheral nerve P9 (Walters et al. 1983a). A sensory neuron and a follower motor neuron were impaled and, after a brief period, both cells achieved a stable resting potential. Depolarizing current pulses of increasing intensity (0.1 nA steps, 50 msec duration) were then applied to the sensory neuron until the cell fired. In connected pairs of cells, an EPSP was evoked in the motor neuron.

**Labeling of Cells and Tissue Processing**

After determination of a physiological connection, dextran-conjugated tetramethylrhodamine (3000 MW, 2% in 0.9% KCl; Molecular Probes) was injected by pressure into sensory neurons and dextran-conjugated Alexa 488 (10,000 MW, 2% in 0.9% KCl; Molecular Probes) was injected into motor neurons.
lecular Probes) was injected into motor neurons. In some experiments, the sensory neuron was not injected. Instead, a neighboring sensory neuron was identified that did not elicit an EPSP in the motor neuron. That sensory neuron was injected as above. Ganglia were then placed in a 15°C incubator for 4 h to allow diffusion of the dye throughout the neuronal arborization. Following incubation, ganglia were fixed in paraformaldehyde (4% in phosphate-buffered saline plus 30% sucrose) and cryosectioned at a nominal thickness of 40 µm. Slides were mounted in an antifade medium (ProLong; Molecular Probes) to minimize photobleaching during microscopic examination.

Immunohistochemistry for Labeling of Serotonergic Fibers
In some experiments, immunofluorescence was used as a third label. All ganglia were incubated overnight in PBS following fixation. Subsequently, ganglia were sectioned on a cryostat at a nominal thickness of 16 µm. Slides were rinsed in PBS containing 0.1% Triton X-100 and permeabilized by serial dehydration/rehydration through an ethanol series. Sections were treated with 0.3% hydrogen peroxide in PBS for 10 min to reduce autofluorescence. Nonspecific binding was blocked by incubating the sections in 2% normal rabbit serum (Vector Laboratories) at room temperature for 2 h. Sections were then incubated overnight at 4°C in rabbit anti-serotonin antibody (DiaSorin) diluted (1:5000) in PBS containing 0.1% Triton X-100. Sections were then incubated in cy5-conjugated goat anti-rabbit antiserum (1:100; Jackson Immunoresearch Laboratories) for 30 min. Slides were coverslipped with the antifade mounting medium.

Morphological Analysis
All sections were imaged with a scanning confocal microscope (Bio-Rad, MRC1024ES) under a 60× oil immersion lens (NA 1.4). Pixel noise was reduced by Kalman averaging over three scans. The zoom setting was 1, and the aperture setting was 2.2. The image size was set at 1024 × 768. Under these conditions, one pixel represents a square of 0.19 µm on each side. The estimated thickness of an optical section was 0.5 µm. A stack of images was collected through the section with a stepsize of 0.5 µm. During image collection, the gain and black level values were adjusted to use the full range of pixel intensities (0–255) with very little saturation at either end of the intensity range. Images were collected in two passes to minimize bleeding of emission from Alexa into the tetramethylrhodamine channel. Alexa 488 was excited with a band pass filter that transmitted the 488-nm line of the Kr–Ar laser, and tetramethylrhodamine was excited with a band pass filter that transmitted the 568-nm line. For triple labeling experiments, a third pass was added that excited Cy5 with the 647-nm line.

Stacks of images were analyzed with MetaMorph Basic (Universal Imaging, Inc.). No additional image processing steps were used. Initial projections were screened for potential sites of contact by searching for the additive color combination. For example, red and green labels in close proximity appeared yellow. The data set was reduced to a small volume surrounding the potential contact and rotated to be sure that the two labeled processes remained in proximity. For the purpose of preparing Figures 2 and 4, image gain and gamma was adjusted in Photoshop (Adobe Systems, Inc.). The observer did not know the functional status of the connection (i.e., connected or unconnected as measured electrophysiologically) between labeled neurons.

In this study, each microscopic field was rapidly prescreened under manual control. Only volumes that contained processes from both sensory and motor neurons were fully scanned and saved for analysis. Contacts between sensory and motor neurons were counted only if the presynaptic component was a varicosity. The straight-line distance between serotonergic–sensory contacts and the nearest sensory–motor contacts was measured. This distance likely underestimates the shortest intra-axonal distance, because of the complex geometry of the processes.
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Figure 5 Serotonergic inputs were not in close proximity to SN–MN contacts. (A) The straight-line distance between a sensorimotor contact and the closest serotonergic–sensory neuron (5-HT–SN) contact. (B) The straight-line distance between a sensorimotor contact and the closest serotonergic–motor neuron (5-HT–MN) contact. (C) The straight-line distance between a sensorimotor contact and the closest serotonergic process.
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